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Song from a Chamber

Herradura (Study), 2020, colored pencil on paper, 8x10 inches
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Sold in Mexican hierberias, herradura amulets are red cardboard squares
decorated with cheaply printed images of Catholic saints and craft embellishments made
of tin, sequins, and yarn. I own one with a prayer pasted on its backside titled “Oración
Para Causas Desesperadas,”- meaning “Prayer for Desperate Causes.” When I bought it I
was instructed by the shop’s curandera to take it home and light incense while saying a
prayer of my own making. “From the heart,” she said. “Doesn’t have to be a prayer you
already know.” I was instructed never to tear the clear plastic shrink-wrapped around the
handmade amulet. I’m charmed by the utility of the thing, the cheap beauty of its
embellishment, its promise to contain my anxieties in an airtight package. This is the
totemic comfort of sympathetic magic, a promise to exorcise and absorb the turmoil within.
My work is guided by a similar alchemy, exposing joys and anxieties through poetry, visual
and written. Attempting to abstract my experience beyond its concrete worldly forms, I see
my drawings functioning as a poetic ritual. In this body of work, vision, heart, and spirit a
path guide a path towards self-actualization through psychic projections fueled by the
erotic power of desire.
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Courage Conjuring, 2020, watercolor, foil, glitter, and magazine collage, 8x10 inches

Drawing is expository and transformative, celebrating earthly delights and unveiling
bruises eager for the healing light of contemplation. I often make urgently assembled
collages as therapeutic ritual. Courage Conjuring is a deeply personal assemblage made
soon after my grandfather passed away and marks a time of great frustration with personal
and bureaucratic forms of limitation. Due of my father’s immigration status he was unable
to attend my grandfather’s funeral. Occurring during the height of quarantine I found
myself stuck in New York, unable to be with him during this time of grief. Trying to cope
with the geographic and generational chasms that resurfaced during this period, I sought
some form of understanding and reconciliation through writing and drawing.
In Courage Conjuring, a paper horseshoe embellished with glitter and plastic gems
surrounds a shooting star made of tin foil. Trailing the star is a black ink ribbon surrounding
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the faintly written word “courage,” out of which the collage initially grew. Peering through a
cut-out vignette is a magazine page portraying a still from director Elia Kazan’s film East of
Eden. The film’s plot, adapted from John Steinbeck’s novel and based loosely on the
biblical story of Cain and Abel, tells the story of a war-time farmer and his two sons. The
image in the collage depicts James Dean in the role of Cal Trask, the wayward son
searching for his identity under the omnipresent shadow of his deeply religious father.
Awestruck by a glaring light, I read the portrait as a moment of awakening to the fleeting
nature of life. In an associative leap characteristic of my work, the portrait serves as a
surrogate figure for myself, my father, and my grandfather–each of us farmer’s
sons–navigating the marvels and tribulations of an impermanent world.
In her book Queer Phenomenology, Sarah Ahmed writes about the power of
reorienting one’s position in an inherited world by centering its queer peripheries. My
drawings contain narratives that perform such reimaginings through an aspirational
mobility across psychic territories. Formally these take the shape of nomadic modes of
framing and verisimilitude to stage theatrical interior landscapes in which my figure plays
the role of protagonist. These range from abstracted cosmologies of meditative tantric
abstractions, most of which become environments or stages for figures, to the more
anecdotal language of religious illuminations. Specifically, I’m influenced by Mexican
retablos, folk votive paintings in which experienced miracles are illustrated as supernatural
evidence and devotional tribute. Drawing is a way of affirming my stance as a
contemporary continuation of these personal and spiritual folk traditions.
The most immediate of these is my Catholic upbringing. From a young age,
catechism and its accompanying imagery and material culture were formative to my
understanding of spiritual ritual and and mystic lore. Despite my conflicted present
relationship with the church as an out gay man, I see these mythologies as touchstone
anchors ripe for reconstruction through syncretic and secular foils.
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In his short story anthology Nuevo Catecismo Para Indios Remisos, New
Cathecisms for Reluctant Indians, Carlos Monsiváis writes an anthology of satires in which
clergy, saints, converts, and stubborn heathens play heresies upon each other. Characters
coexist in anachronistic dimensions, speaking in dialogues both current and antiquated.
The various threads of this fiction weave a societal complexity reflective of Mexico’s
eclectic relationship to a Catholic core. The Oaxacan artist Fancisco Toledo created
illustrations for the publication. In these, canonical Catholic imagery is reconstructed
through anachronistic and surreal juxtapositions. These depictions reflect the irreverent
satires contained in the Monsiváis text. Toledo worked with reiterations of a limited index of
charged spiritual symbols, many informed by Zapotec folklore, extracting new expansive
possibilities adjacent or countering Catholic visual regimes.
In one such etching made for the Monsiváis book, Toledo divides the picture plane
into a binocular composition in which two seemingly symmetrical ovals are separated by
the vertical shaft of a pistol’s barrel. In the left oval, a virgin figure appears in radiant light
out of the trunk of a tree. At her feet kneels a peasant with his arms outstretched in exalted
worship. Witnessing the miraculous scene, a large gathering of Franciscan monks kneel
with bowed heads and hands in prayer. In the right oval the scene reflects an altered
version of the left etching. In this vignette, the image is imbued with a Kafkaesque
psychosexuality in which the virgin’s lower body is encased by an insect cocoon while the
figure at her feet is no longer kneeling but instead is riding on the back of a giant scorpion,
its pinchers pointed towards the tree apparition. Echoing the swarm framing the
composition’s peripheries, the scorpion’s presence destabilizes the reading of the familiar
religious subject. Is this a Franciscan miracle redacted to reflect the fauna of the artist’s
region? Or is it a heretic perversion exposing religion as a colonial venom? Toledo
presents both images as possible readings, allowing the viewer to choose which eye to
close before aiming and pulling trigger.
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Francisco Toledo, Nuevo Catecismo Para Indios Remisos, 1981, etching on woven paper,
15x11 inches
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The viewer’s vantage plays a key role in my work. Often frontal and presentational,
the works in my thesis installation are rooted in confessional narrative and populated by an
intimate cosmology of notations from personal and historical registers. I borrow images
and language, intrigued by the complication their vestigial context brings to what I see as
personal reenactments. The sensibility in my work is shaped by my composite lineage
within migrant, queer, and spiritual histories. As a gay immigrant, contested arenas of
place and desire are political dimensions I inherently inhabit. Perpetually somewhere
between the “here and now” and the “there and then (Muñoz, 2009,)” flux is a constant that
requires the intrepid adaptation to the shapes life and love take on. In my work this
produces a mercurial aesthetic defiant of uniform style. Collage functions as a vehicle for
this making and unmaking, through the pastiche of elements reflective of my personal
construction of self. Arranging my figure as both interlocutor and capsule of phenomena,
my work attempts to make explicit mappings of expanded forms of the erotic in which
intuition guides a path towards liberation (Lorde 1978). The group of works in my thesis
installation can be read as a world-making biomythography, populated by a recurring
lexicon of symbols and motifs at once intimate and universal. Quotations from mythic and
art historical sources become transfigured emblems of events, people, or memories in my
own life.
This mystic theatricality is akin to that of Harry Smith’s Mirror Animations, 1957, in
which collage figures are animated within fabricated realms through stop-motion. In a
series of carnivalesque vignettes that take place in a box-like shadow theater, symbols and
figures extracted from Smith’s collection of esoteric and archetypal imagery perform a
parade of shifting meaning as juxtapositions of different “characters” enter and leave the
image field. Objects and figures appear and disappear, shift in scale, and float magically in
the acidic color characteristic of the nascent technicolor format.
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Stills from Harry Smith’s Mirror Animations, 1957.
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Stills from Harry Smith’s Mirror Animations, 1957.
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In an interview with Hans Ulrich Obrist, painter Luchita Hurtado speaks of art’s
ability to give shape to psychic and sensual landscapes. In her metaphysical paintings,
land, body, and spirit are rendered, placing the viewer in defiant and world-bending
vantages. Speaking about her childbirth paintings, Hurtado explains the fuel for the work
came from the privilege of becoming a conduit for the timeless thread of life and the
urgency for such experience to be lived and interpreted through the sensorial. Laughing
gleefully, she said of life: “You can’t fake it, you have to taste it! You have to smell it!”.

Luchita Hurtado, Untitled, 1971
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Moretones, 2021, collaged inkjet prints, 11x14 inches

In Moretones, a fantastical self portrait, I drew myself exposing my body’s interior to
reveal sprouting vines growing from inside my rib cage. A cycloptic flower blooms at the
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site of the throat chakra. Notably, eyes are not depicted and lips are shut. The flower is an
allegory for the fecundity of language and the possibility of alternative forms of expression
and vision. Around the image is Spanish text that loosely translates: “This work is born
from the bruises of the body’s pleasure, not from beauty born from its anguish.” The words
came to me as I tried to put words to the source of such imagery, aware of the personal
role they play as guides in my life. By containing the bloom within consecutive borders, I
wanted the drawing to recall the decorative imagery of illuminated manuscripts in which
the page symbolically contains the spirit of the word by surrounding it with beautiful
marginalia, as if inside a walled garden in bloom.

Annunciation, 2021, watercolor and inkjet on paper, 11x14 inches
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This idea of containment continued to play a part in the conception of the thesis
show. Searching for ways to reconcile the public exhibition of such intimate works, I sat in
the gallery space to write and draw. One drawing that emerged from this exercise stood
out to me as the most exemplary of the challenge posed by this project’s installation.
Annunciation, a watercolor drawing on paper, plays with the traditional trope of archangel
Gabriel’s apparition to the Virgin Mary, informing her that she will soon conceive. In most
Rennaissance annunciation paintings the architecture, usually depicted using optic
perspective, acts as earthly container for such miracle. This image making approach was
deployed by painters of the period to ground the scene in a humanist realm that incited an
approachable intimacy between the viewer and the sublime subject. In Annunciation the
perspective situates the viewer as an all-seeing spectator floating high above. Bathed by
light flooding in from the chamber’s exterior, the naked figure leaps with arms outstretched
in a receptive and liberated pose. Impervious to the viewer’s gaze as if entranced or
caught in rapture, I felt this scene embodied the challenge of publicly displaying such
intimate imagery and the leap of trust required of the task. Painted in a green transparent
hue and casting no shadow, the figure’s queered depiction highlights the possibility of the
form as a possible ghost or mirage.
Written using the same green hue as the figure, the the annunciation for which the
drawing is titled reads: From here I sang for the world to hear a song for which I yet had no
words. My drawings often cannibalize or refract one or more previous works to create new
hybrid images. The text is an example of such reconfiguration. The words were sourced
from a floor piece titled Song from a Chamber, 2020, that I made upon moving into my
current studio a year prior. I made the piece as a kind of inauguration ritual for the new
space, craving a physical mantra to remind myself of the potential hidden within the
unknowing of embarking on a new project.
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Song from a Chamber, 2020, hand built foil letters on studio floor, 6x6 feet

The handmade tin foil letters in this piece enact the malleable construction of
language. Their spiral formation, recalling the symbolic connotations of the labyrinth as an
introspective path towards salvation or truth, points to the studio’s role as site of searching.
I felt the immaterial reincarnation of the words in Annunciation could serve as a concluding
seal marking the gestation of the body of work. Annunciation served not as a literal
blueprint for the installation but as theatrical metaphor for the psychological tenor I wanted
to create for the work and its audience.
19

Installation view.
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Installation view.

With Annunciation in mind I began to think of the enclosed gallery room as a
theatrical reliquary in which to contain a selection of works on paper. To do this I drew on
the walls using my arm’s reach as measurement, recalling the organic relation between
soul and body endemic to many forms of sacred architecture. Tongue motifs twisted,
touched, and reflected each other to create an ornate lattice that lined the three walls
facing the viewer upon entering the space. Each of these tongues clung to a pearl and was
articulated by a string of prayer beads at its core. I imagined these chimeric organs as
hymns, or incantations, symbols of the song referenced in Song from a Chamber, 2020.
Their severed nature implied martyrdom and gnostic silence. The mural was hand drawn
with black ink and sealed with a glaze of watered down green paint to replicate the
transparency of the figure and text in Annunciation, 2021. Manifesting the spirit shared by
21

the ghostly figure and the accompanying words, the mural created yet another refraction of
these through architectural embodiment. Dripping, crying, bleeding like a Baroque wooden
icon, the room created a visceral and psychic container for the viewer and the works.

Installation view.
Much like the embellishments in the herradura squares referenced at the beginning
of this paper, the drawings served as embellishments for the mural. To this end, I framed
some of them in metal that reflected and shimmered like the foil and sequins in the craft
amulets. Others were left unframed and instead glued to panels, and some were taped
directly to the wall. The maximalism of the installation reflected the material variety of the
drawings’ surfaces. In the southern wall of the room hung a triptych of framed collages.
The trio was composed of Fortuna, Tinieblas, and Horizon, all made in 2020.
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Fortuna, 2020, acrylic, glitter, marbled and woven paper, 25x26 inches

Fortuna, 2020 shows a mask made of glitter and inkjet prints surrounded by a sewn
halo of marbled and woven paper strips. Surrounding this halo is a written excerpt taken
from a translation of the Hermetic Corpus, an early Christian gnostic text. The text alludes
to the fluidity of multitudes available through spiritual disidentification. The excerpt in the
collage is composed of individually cut words arranged in a spiral that reads:
“If then you do not make yourself equal to God, you
cannot apprehend God; for like is known by like.
Leap clear of all that is corporeal, and make yourself
grown to a like expanse with that greatness which is beyond all
measure; rise above all time and become eternal; then you will
apprehend God. Think that for you too nothing is impossible;
23

deem that you too are immortal, and that you are able to grasp
all things in your thought, to know every craft and science; find
your home in the haunts of every living creature; make yourself
higher than all heights and lower than all depths; bring together
in yourself all opposites of quality, heat and cold, dryness and
fluidity; think that you are everywhere at once, on land, at sea,
in heaven; think that you are not yet begotten, that you are in
the womb, that you are young, that you are old, that you have
died, that you are in the world beyond the grave; grasp in your
thought all of this at once, all times and places, all substances
and qualities and magnitudes together; then you can apprehend
God.
But if you shut up your soul in your body, and abase
yourself, and say “I know nothing, I can do nothing; I am afraid
of earth and sea, I cannot mount to heaven; I know not what I
was, nor what I shall be,” then what have you to do with God?”
― Hermes Trismegistus, Hermetica: The Greek Corpus
Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius
The text presents a preamble to the nomadic identifications my figure takes
throughout the works in the thesis installation and recalls the more impersonal God
construct from which early Christian theology sprouted.
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Tinieblas, 2021, acrylic, ink, inkjet prints, cut canvas, glitter, plastic gems, 25x26 inches

At the center of the triptych hung Tinieblas, 2020, a schematic collage depicting a
chaotic cosmology of stars, blooms, and figures. Glitter, rhinestones, risograph strips,
collage images, decorative borders, cut paintings, and inkjet prints create a rich material
surface from which the scene’s festive revelry is composed.Tinieblas, 2021, is titled after
the Spanish word for darkness. The word is a very theatrical word in my mind. In Spanish
it is feminine and plural and is hardly used in everyday conversation but heavily used in
biblical texts, especially Genesis, where it is described as the foggy (niebla/neblina means
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fog) primordial darkness from which creation and light arose. I included imagery indicative
of non-christian creation stories in which I have found solace, as well. These include
blooming lotuses, Buddhist symbols of the beauty latent in murky depths. Also depicted is
Indra’s Net, a metaphor for eternal emptiness and the possibility of infinite realities. Based
on the premise that an infinite web of jewels, each reflecting all the others, hangs above
Mount Meru, axis mundi of Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist cosmology, the allegory is depicted
in this collage by layered inkjet prints of spiderwebs lined with fresh dew drops and layered
with reflective sequins. The embellishing gesture demonstrates my interest in transfiguring
cheap materials through craft and visual shorthands into transcendent ideas that counter
the material’s pedestrian value. This decorative maximalism calls to mind the queer
embellishment of surfaces by artists like Nicolas Moufarrege, Arch Connelly, Frederick
Weston, and Lucas Samaras, who sought to imbue objects with animist and psychological
affect through a resourceful yet maximalist queer sensibility orchestrated in colloquial thrift
materials like magazine cutouts, second-hand jewelry, or found furniture. The
transmutation of these materials points to the transcendent power of craft to elevate,
through cheap glamour and glitzy sophistication, the possibilities of everyday objects.
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Arch Connelly, Culture and Landscape, 1985, acrylic, faux pearls, and chain on silk,
42x42 inches
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Lucas Samaras, Box No. 10, 1963, embellished Victorian jewelry box with
photographs of the artist attached

Much like Lucas Samaras inserted himself inside his decorated assemblages, as
exemplified by the self portraits contained in Box No. 10, 1963, I inserted myself in the
disguise of constellations in Tinieblas, 2020. The collage contains silhouettes cut from the
printed documentation of performative embodiments of various myths and creation stories.
These float in the ambiguous space of the picture plane. Having projected a star pattern
on my nude body during these performative sessions, the resulting images suggest an
expansive body filled with both the darkness and the light. These silhouettes read as
hieroglyphs on a stage of celestial geometries.
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A figure leaps out from the blooming lotus atop the chakra column at the right edge
of Tinieblas, 2020. The figure jumps beyond the drawing’s edge, alluding to a mobility
beyond the pictorial territories of the drawing’s physical border. In the third and last collage
in this triptych, Horizon, 2020, the picture plane is divided into three horizontal bands,
separated by horizons,. In the upper register a group of figures engage in a procession
across a colorful field of printed ribbons. The vignette calls to mind a nightclub dancefloor
or perhaps the origin site of a rainbow. The horizons imply an earthly presence in which
gravity grounds the figures into a human form while they retaining the stars that filled them
in the more fantastical realm implied by the aerial ambiguity of Tinieblas, 2020. In the
lower half stands an angel figure holding a sword. At its feet rests a snake. The image is
influenced by the iconography of archangel Michael, my patron saint. Frequently depicted
slaying a fallen angel, I chose to change the narrative so that the archangel instead stood
in a pacified state, aware of the snake not as a demonic force to slay but as embodiment
of the erotic and the complimentary nature of its power.
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Horizon, 2020, Inkjet print, marbled, woven, and sewn papers, acrylic, gouache, glitter on
paper, 25 x26 inches
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Chamber, 2021, acrylic and gouache on inkjet print, mounted on panel, 8x11 inches
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Chamber, 2021, was the most recent piece in the installation and was made inside
the gallery almost as the installation was complete. It is made by gluing an inkjet print onto
a wooden panel, then painting on this surface using acrylic and gouache paints. The inkjet
print is of a digital collage made by layering an image of a cardboard scultpture on top of
the ink drawing that inspired its making. The drawing depicts golden milagro amulets
connected by chains. Because of this layering, objects echo each other in varying states of
verisimilitude upon the same plane. Stylized ink drawings of chains, for example, are seen
beneath photographic versions of the same chains made by hand out of tin foil. The image
is composed of a chamber-like central composition that recedes into a shallow
perspective.The objects float mid-air as if falling into a catacomb. The amulets are inspired
by milagros, small charms used by Catholics in Mexico to implore healing by tying these to
saints and icons. The milagros are commonly cast in the shape of small body parts like
legs, breasts, eyes, hands, hearts, depending on the corporeal ailment of the devotee.
Though these are usually tied to a saint image, I wanted to imagine them existing on their
own accord, independent of their original context. I wanted to set them free of religious
attachment. Green is used exclusively on the receding planes of the drawing, mimicking
the green paint on the walls of the installation. This was a final gesture encapsulating the
fractured evolution of the figure and a way of laying the self-reflective project to rest.
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Mlagros, 2021, ink on cardboard and tin foil, 39”x40”
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Eros Rising, 2021,acrylic and gouache on inkjet print mounted on panel. 18x24 inches
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